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Abstract
Most of the automatic fire alarm systems detect
the fire presence through sensors like thermal,
smoke, or flame. The image approach is promising since it does not need specific sensors and can
be easily embedded in different devices. However,
in deep learning methods, a high computational
cost is associated. In this work, we propose a
new deep learning architecture that requires fewer
floating-point operations (flops) for fire recognition. Additionally, we use modern techniques
such as inverted residual block, convolutions like
depth-wise, and octave, to reduce the model’s
computational cost. The proposed methods are
evaluated on FireNet and FiSmo datasets. The
experiments show that our model keeps high accuracy, and a portable version presents 71% fewer
parameters than FireNet, while still presenting
competitive accuracy and AUROC performance.
The obtained results are promising for the implementation of the model in a mobile device,
considering the reduced number of flops and parameters.

1. Introduction
The fire alarm systems are a combination of sensors and
machine learning algorithms to identify patterns of warning.
The use of images to fire recognition is a new promising
approach (Ayala et al., 2019), based on the excellent results
that deep learning models are obtaining in image processing
applications (Chollet, 2017) allowing to avoid the use of
special sensors to perform the recognition.
The deep learning (DL) approach (LeCun et al., 2015) has
proved to be suitable for automating the feature acquisi-

tion in multiple levels of abstraction from complex data
in machine learning tasks. Considering that, the use of
computer vision to fire recognition reduces the necessity
of specific sensors, being suitable for the inlay to portable,
remote, and mobile devices. However, DL approaches have
some challenges: (i) the required computational resources;
(ii) the model’s computation complexity and size; and (iii)
the quantity of data needed for its training, among others.
Some works have addressed portable models of deep learning using more efficient ways to compute the convolutions
(Sandler et al., 2018). The authors proposed the inverted
residual block with point-wise and depth-wise convolutions
to simplify the dimensionality of the signal processing. Another efficient approach is the octave convolution (Chen
et al., 2019), which reduces the spatial redundancy of the
signal, processed as high and low spatial frequency,
In this work, we propose a new deep learning model to fire
recognition called KutralNet1 , which comprises five layers
and require 92% fewer floating-point operations (flops) for
processing in comparison with previous approaches. This
model is used as a baseline to build portable models that
compare the efficiency in signal processing of the inverted
residual block, the depth-wise convolution, and octave convolution approaches. Our best portable model, KutralNet
Mobile Octave, presents a competitive validation accuracy
and AUROC performance despite using 71% fewer numbers
of parameters in comparison with FireNet. We compare the
proposed models with state-of-the-art approaches to fire
recognition over the FireNet and FiSmo datasets.

2. Proposal and Experimental Setup
In this section, we present the KutralNet model to fire recognition and the datasets implemented for training, validation,
and test of the models.
2.1. Kutralnet Architectures
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The KutralNet’s baseline model is inspired by FireNet
(Jadon et al., 2019), OctFiResNet (Ayala et al., 2019), and
the modified ResNet50 (Sharma et al., 2017) models. Our
KutralNet is defined for processing 84x84 pixels images
1
We took inspiration from Mapuche language or Mapudungun
where kütral means fire.
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Table 1. The computational cost of each implemented model represented as parameters and flops. The fewer parameters, the less
on-disk size, is required. Moreover, as fewer the number of flops,
less is the computational cost for processing.

Model(InputSize)

Parameters Flops

ResNet50(2242 )
OctFiResNet(962 )
FireNet(642 )
KutralNet(842 )
KutralNet Mobile(842 )
KutralNet Octave(842 )
KutralNet Mobile Octave(842 )

31.91M
956.23K
646.82K
138.91K
173.09K
125.73K
185.25K

4.13G
928.95M
76.85M
43.27M
29.98M
24.59M

with RGB channels in a lightweight five-block layers configuration. All the portable models are based in this architecture, which on the top of the network is composed of a
LeakyReLU activation, passing through a global average
pooling layer directly to a fully connected layer with two
neurons on the exit. The KutralNet Mobile model, is inspired by MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018) and presents
the implementation of the inverted residual block. In this
approach, from the second block, the KutralNet convolution blocks are replaced with the inverted residual block,
in which each block contains point-wise and depth-wise
convolution with shortcut connections in some cases. For
the KutralNet Octave model, all the KutralNet vanilla convolution are replaced with octave convolution with an α
parameter of 0.5. The KutralNet Mobile Octave model,
is the combination of the MobileNetV2 block and the octave convolution. It is the same KutralNet Mobile but replacing the vanilla convolution with the octave convolution
combined with depth-wise convolution form. The models’
summary is in Table 1. More implementation details are
available at the work’s repository.
2.2. Datasets
For the training, validation, and test of the models, two
datasets are used in this work. The first one is called FireNet
as the model (Jadon et al., 2019) and contains training and
test subsets, with 2425 and 871 images, respectively. The
second one is the FiSmo dataset (Cazzolato et al., 2017),
which has been recently published with a total of 6063 images. Additionally, we have used a contained subset of
FiSmo (FiSmoB) comprised of 1968 images equally balanced between the fire and no-fire label. An augmented
version of FiSmo (FiSmoA) is also used, adding 485 black
images labeled as no-fire, in order to check out the models’
response. In addition to the balanced FiSmo version, we
have also used an augmented version of this subset (FiSmoBA), which replaces 98 no-fire images for black images.

Table 2. Mean performance values for testing accuracy and AUROC index of each model. The datasets FireNet, FiSmo, and
FiSmoA, were used for training and validation of the models.

Model

Test Acc

AUROC

FireNet
KutralNet
OctFiResNet
ResNet50

64.27%
78.26%
75.92%
70.26%

0.96
0.92
0.87
0.90

Table 3. Mean performance values for testing accuracy and AUROC index of each portable model. The datasets FiSmo, FiSmoB,
and FiSmoBA, were used for training and validation of the models.

Model

Test Acc

AUROC

KutralNet
KutralNet Mobile
KutralNet Octave
KutralNet Mobile Octave

76.01%
71.99%
73.90%
79.49%

0.86
0.85
0.85
0.90

3. Results
The training of all the models was performed during 100
epochs to choose the model with the best validation accuracy.
Our first experiment aimed to prove the effectiveness to fire
recognition of our baseline model. The first comparison
has been performed over the FireNet dataset, with a validation accuracy of 93.83%, 96.02%, 95.34%, and 98.22%
for FireNet, KutralNet, OctFiResNet, and ResNet50 respectively. The test results are present in Table 2.
With our KutralNet baseline architecture, the next experimentation was to reduce its computational cost. In the first
place, the training was performed over FiSmo, with a validation accuracy of 88.62%, 85.99%, 87.55%, and 87.39%
is achieved by KutralNet, KutralNet Mobile, KutralNet Octave, and KutralNet Mobile Octave model respectively. The
test results are present in Table 3.

4. Conclusions
Our baseline proposed as KutralNet accomplishes an interesting performance compared with previous deep models
for fire recognition. KutralNet reduces 85% the parameters number and 92% the number of operations required, in
comparison to the OctFiResNet model.
The portable version KutralNet Mobile Octave can achieve
good performance even if trained with different datasets
for the fire and no-fire classification task, requiring only of
24.6M flops with 185.3K parameters.
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